BATHROOM TAPS
Nobili Rubinetterie has been making taps, mixers and components meeting the strictest
international standards in the Novara district for more than 60 years.

NOBILI SEVEN
Designed by Meneghello Paolelli Associati SEVEN is a collection of taps with a
masculine, rigorous line: wash basin, high vessel wash basin (h 27,5 cm), bidet, bathtub
body, shower body, thermostatic shower/tub and recessed shower body.
Behind the squared yet soft and ergonomic design there is Nobili’s high technology
manufacturing with cutting edge machineries and software developed in-house or in
synergy with the most important international players.
“A mixer made from a mould that recalls the aesthetics of products made from the bar
normally very heavy with strong geometrical features” - Alberto Nobili explains - “A
process made possible in our foundry but also with skilled robots able to grind and polish
each components to a previously unthinkable extent”.
The wash basin mixers guarantee water saving thanks to the immersion ceramic
cartridge Nobili Widd®28 mm equipped with a water flow regulator that halves water
consumption by halting the opening of the lever at 50% of water flow. In the “eco”
version the opening of the lever in cold water (energy saving) rather than in mixed water
prevents the boiler to involuntary be switched on with the resulting waste of hot water.
”With Seven we wanted to give life to a new timeless classic” add both Sandro
Meneghello and Marco Paolelli “We applied the idea of ‘distracted attention’ with a
sophisticated yet not overwhelming aesthetics, so that the brain would perceived it
without being disturbed. This peculiarity makes this tap fitting suitable to every bathroom
environment. At first glance it might look hard-edged, but it’s not cold. The perfectly
rectangular upper surfaces are joined up by lower rounded surfaces which makes the
body lighter thus giving it a smooth contemporary look.”
Nobili Seven Technical sheet
Design: Meneghello Paolelli Associati
Description: wash basin, high vessel wash basin (h 27,5 cm),
bidet, bathtub body, shower body, thermostatic shower/tub.
Finishines: Cromo and Velvet black
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